DISCOVER RENFE
SPAIN PASS

With Renfe Spain Pass you will be
able to travel throughout the country,
to whatever destination, in the fastest,
easiest, cheapest and most flexible
way. You can choose up to 6 months
in advance the number of journeys
you want to buy (4, 6, 8, 10 or 12),
the class of your tickets (Business or
Tourist class), whether they are for
adults or children, and if they refer to
long-distance or medium-distance
AVE trains. You can book your seat
on the Internet and at travel agencies and train stations.

A NEW WAY
OF ENJOYING
SPAIN USING
HIGH-SPEED
TRAINS

DISCOVER SPAIN
THROUGH ITS
UNIQUE CITIES
A UNIQUE
EXPERIENCE
Avexperience gives you the possibility of
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comfortable, safe, sustainable and affordable means of transport. Buy Renfe
Spain Pass and get to discover the
history, culture, gastronomy and folklore
of unique Spanish destinations, all in a
single journey. A new flexible and customised way of travelling that will enable
you to adapt the dates and timetables of
each of your getaways. Discover at your
own pace large cosmopolitan cities such
as Madrid, Barcelona, Seville and Valencia; charming towns and cities such as
Malaga, Cordoba, Ciudad Real, Cuenca,
Segovia, Valladolid, Saragossa, Tarragona and Lleida; and places you may have
never heard of such as Yebes and Puertollano. You will feel at home and will always
find the best option for your getaway.

DISCOVER
WORLD
HERITAGE
SITES

TASTY
SPAIN

WHERE
WINE IS
CULTURE

Spain receives millions of visitors
every year attracted by the character of a country which has been
forged by the multiple cultures that
have lived there and which has
been the birthplace of many renowned people throughout history.
Every corner of the country exudes
art: its streets, squares and monuments as well as its buildings,
museums, castles and churches.
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Madrid, the hanging houses in
Cuenca, the Mudejar art in Aragon,
the Aqueduct in Segovia, the flower
patios in Cordoba and the Royal
Alcazar in Seville. You will discover
enchanting places that will make your
Avexperience a magical experience.

Healthy and delicious. Spanish cuisine is one of the main treasures of
this country. A prime example of this
is that the Mediterranean diet has
been declared Intangible Cultural
Heritage. It comprises virgin olive oil,
fresh fruit and vegetables, cereals,
varied cheeses and top quality meat
and fish. Nevertheless, the Mediterranean diet is much more than just
food. It is also synonymous both with
culture, since it is handed down from
one generation to the next, and with
social interaction: in Spain, a good
lunch or dinner must necessarily be
followed by a long and interesting
conversation. Avexperience invites
you to see why Spanish cuisine is
renowned worldwide.

For Spaniards, wine is both culture
and devotion. The soil, the climate,
the large variety of grapes and the
wine-making techniques make Spain
one of the largest wine producers in
the world. There are dozens of
Designations of Origin that guarantee high-quality wines and satisfy
the most discerning palates. The
main Designations of Origin that we
recommend are Ribera del Duero,
Toro, Valdepeñas, Jumilla, Penedés
and Costers del Segre. Wine is
closely linked to leisure in a country
where drinking wine implies expanding your mind and leaving your
routine behind. Avexperience takes
you to the wine routes: enjoy them
using your five senses.

ENDLESS
SEA AND SUN
The sea and sun are a perfect combination. There are thousands of paradises where you can escape to and
Avexperience puts them at your fingertips: lively city beaches, solitary whitesand coves, bustling beach bars, water
sports as well as quiet strolls along the
seashore where only the waves break
the silence… and innumerable protected natural areas with enormous environmental value forged by a mild climate.
In the AVE cities you will find excitement
and unforgettable experiences.

